TEARDROP
The ability to provide easy access organiza
tion makes the TEARDROP a very useful
pack. For skiing, bicycling, and climbing, the
TEARDROP offers toughness and beauty.
The bottom compartment is double pull
zippered and the top main compartment zips
open for easy front loading.
The foam padded shoulder strap, ice axe loop,
and leather strap patches give this pack the
necessary accessories for climbing or
overnight trips. The ¾" adjustable webbing
waist belt keeps the TEARDROP snug
to your back.
The 11 oz. cordura pack is tough and
waterproof with a smooth comfortable nylon
back. If you find your fun on the rocks, we offer
this pack with a leather bottom to take the bumps.

TUMBLEWEED
The TUMBLEWEED is an
amazingly low priced, high
quality book bag for adults. It
is a practical single compart
ment bag with a zippered top
opening. Perfect for the
economy minded student who
wants a long lasting rugged
book bag at a good price.

HUMMINGBIRD
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This modified Teardrop pack
is excellent for short bird
watching excursions or for
carrying your things around
back in the city. The main
compartment opens fully
across the top, with a
covered double pull zipper.
Perfect for books or a tennis
racket. A separate diagonally
zippered back pocket can
easily accommodate folders,
magazines and much more.

BIKE PACK
The BIKE PACK combines quality sewing
and materials in a lightweight, inexpen
sive day pack that will hold two large
notebooks and supplies, and still. have
room for more in the back pocket.
As in our other packs, the zipper and all
stress seams are either double or triple
stitched. Made of 8 oz. waterproof
parapack nylon for both durability and
lighter weight. The BIKE PACK utilizes a
double pull zipper on the main compart
ment. Adjustable webbing shoulder straps
and waistband assures you a steady pack.

